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The present approach is based essentially on theorems of the alternative, which 
are exploited mainly in real spaces. In this paper only linite-dimensional spaces 
are considered. Making use of separation arguments and of the one-to-one 
correspondence between C” and R Zn both the real and the complex case can be 
considered from the same point of view. Then, optimality conditions are established 
both when the objective function is expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts 
and when it is expressed in terms of the real part only. ( 1992 Academc Press. Inc. : 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem which consists in finding a point 2 such that 
zEM= {,-EC”: g(z, z*)E V} and for no element z E M do we have 
f(F, Y*) -f(z, 2’) E int P, (1.1) 
where P is a positive cone in C, f: C” x c” -+ C, g: C” x C” 4 C”‘, and V is 
a closed convex cone in C”’ with apex at the origin. 
Note that (1.1) takes into account both the real and the imaginary parts 
of the objective function. 
A wide class of problems lead to the following formulation 
min Re f(z, z* ), g(z, z*) E v, (1.2) 
where Re denotes the real part off. 
The problem (1.2) takes into account only the real part of the objective 
function and it is not a particular case of (1.1); it is easy to show that (1.1) 
and (1.2) coincide in the particular case, where f and g are defined on 
XL R” with values in R and R”, respectively. 
In section 2 we recall some definitions and notations. 
In section 3 we deal with the cone-functions in complex spaces. 
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In section 4 we relate a theorem of the alternative, stated by Das [14] 
and we show that a proof can be given like the real case [ 171. 
In section 5 we provide some generalizations. 
Existence theorems as well as theorems of the alternative have recently 
been stated in linear and nonlinear complex programming. The reader is 
referred to [20], where linear complex programming was introduced. 
Abrams and Ben-Israel [3] presented the natural extension to quadratic 
programming. Subsequently, Abrams and Ben-Israel [I?], Abrams [ 11, 
Das [ 141, and others presented some important generalizations. 
In this paper we recover some of the previous results as particular cases 
of our approach. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let c” denote the n-dimensional complex vector space. The inner 
product (5, v] ) of two vectors tl, ‘1 E C” is defined by 
(43 ‘1) =~5*71& (2.1) 
where qz denotes the conjugate of ylk. If we set 
5k=xk+ix,,+kr k = 1, 2, . ..) n,x,eR, r= 1, 2, . . . . 2n, (2.2) 
we have 
t=(-x,,.~~, . . . ..~.)+i(-Ye+., .Y,+~, . . . . . v~,~), 
that is. 
The one-to-one correspondence o: C” + R 2n is defined, which associates 
with every 5 of c” the vector I of R2”, whose first n components are given 
by Re 5 and the following n by Im c. 
If 9 = (y,, . . . . .r,) + i( >I,, + , , . . . . I’,,), it is easy to show that 
The above inner product induces the norm 
11511=( i lM2)‘:2, V5EC” 
k=l 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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since C” is the Hilbertian sum of n spaces identical to C which is equipped 
with the norm I(=/( = (;I, induced by the inner product (c(, 8) =a/l*, 
va, /? E c. 
Let S be a nonempty set of C”, then 
S*=(rECn:Re(r,r)~O,V’-ES1 (2.5) 
denotes the polar of S. 
The angle between two vectors { and 9 of C is defined by 
W5, rl> 
cos 4 = llrll . llrlll ’ 
OdCp<7L (2.6) 
This definition agrees for PI = 1 with the one in analytic geometry. If SC c” 
is a subspace, we recover that S* is the orthogonal complement of S, like 
in the real case. 
Remark. Usually, the orthogonal complement of S is defined by 
P={r/EC)I: ((,q)=O,V(ES}, (2.7) 
that is, Im( 5, s) also must be zero. 
In the sequel we will consider the following set 
Q={(~,~)d2":~=-1 ,. * ). (2.8 1 
Note that Q is a linear manifold over the real field R (not over C); 
indeed, if (l, t*) and (q, v*) are two elements of Q, it is not true that the 
element 
belongs to Q: this happens, iff tx and /I are real. 
Since 
4t, 5*)~ Q, VA30, 
and 
(l-n)(5,r*)+n(rl,rl*)=[(1-~)~+~~,((1-~)5+I~)*]~Q, 
v(r,5*),(9,9*)~Q,O~~~l, 
Q is a convex cone. 
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It is easily seen that the polar cone of Q is 
Q*= ((r, C)E(““: (= .-“*}; (2.9) 
then, Q* = Ql, as Q is a linear manifold on R. 
A set T of C”, considered as a set of R”‘, according to one-to-one corre- 
spondence cc), will be denote by T; moreover, a function of II complex 
variables can be regarded as a function of 2n real variables. 
3. CONE FUNCTIONS 
Let S be a closed convex cone of C” with apex at the origin. It is useful 
to recall well-known definitions (see [ 1, 21). 
DEFINITION 3.1. The function g: C” x C” -+ c’” is said to be an 
S-function on the manifold Q, iff 
for all (2, 5) and O<il< 1. 
We say also that the g is convex with respect to S on the manifold Q. 
A function will be called concave with respect to S on Q, iff it is convex 
on Q with respect to -S = (z: --1 E S}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The functionf: C” + c”’ is convex with respect to S, iff 
f[J%;+(1-;1)5]-@-(z)-(1-1)f(5)ES, 
for all (z, 5) and 0 < 1< 1. 
(3.2) 
In view of the applications, convexity of the real part is of interest. Let 
K be a closed convex cone in R” with apex at the origin. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The real part of g: c” x C” + C”’ is convex with respect 
to K on the manifold Q, iff 
Reg[dz+(l--1.)(,1=*+(1-1)<*] 
-AReg(z,z*)-(1-A)Reg(t,t*)EK, 
for all (z, 5) and Ogi< 1. 
(3.3) 
In particular, if K= R”‘, we recover the notion of convex function; 
similarly for the real part of a function f: C” + C”. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. [f f: c” + C is an analytic nonlinear function, then 
Re f cannof be convex. 
For the proof see Cl], where it is shown also that, if Re fis convex, then 
f‘(z) = (a, 2) + b (a and b are constants). This last fact happens not 
necessarily for functions of 2 and z*, i.e., for functionsf(z, 5) defined on the 
manifold Q. For instance, let us consider the analytic function f(z, 5) = z<. 
If (I, 2) E Q, then f(:, ;* ) = I:*, which is not analytic. On the other hand 
we have 
,f[E.?+(l-i.)i’,~z*+(l-E.)i’*]-~~(--,=*)-(l-~)f(~.5*) 
=[k+(I-~)<][/Iz*+(l-R)tJ*]-ks*-(l-A)<~* 
= -/I(1-1.)(z-~J2<0, for O<A<l, 
that is, f’(z, r) = :r is convex on Q with respect to R-. 
Considering Proposition 3.1, in the sequel we are interested in functions 
f: c” x c” + c”’ on the manifold Q, instead of functions f: C” -+ C”‘. 
There is no implication between (3.1) and (3.3). 
4. THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
Now we show that the proof of a theorem of the alternative [14] in 
complex spaces can be simplified. 
The following notation is used. 
T is a nonempty set in C”; 
V is a nonempty closed convex cone in C”‘; 
4: T x T + C is a function whose real part is convex on Q with respect 
to Rp; 
$: TX T-t c”’ is a V-function on Q; 
A=jz~T:Re&z,z*)>O, $(;:z*)~Vj; 
B={(r,p)~R+xV*:~Req5(z,z*)+Re(p,~(z,~*))~O,V~~T}; 
D={~EV*:R~(~,II/(=,=*))~O,V=ET). 
The sets A and B give rise to the systems 
Red(=, z*)>O, $(z;z*)E v, ?E T; 
T Re d(z, Z* )+Re(p,W,z*))<O, VZf T, 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where 5~ R,, PE V*. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If A=@, i.e., if(4.1) is impossible, then B# 10) i.e., (4.2) 
has a nontrioial sohtion (T, p). hforeocer lf D = (0). then B # 10) implies 
A=@. 
Proof: Considering the one-to-one correspondences 
2n w,:C”-‘R . co,: C+ R’, Q?: C”‘+ R’“, 
defined in Section 2, the systems (4.1) and (4.2) become the following real 
systems 
.fO) > 0, g(x)E v, SE T (4.1)’ 
sf(-u)+ (4 g(x)) GO, vx E 7; (4.2 )’ 
where T,E R,, LE P*. 
In this way the proof is reduced to that in the real case [6]. 
Remarks. (i) The previous procedure is correct, because in (4.1) and 
(4.2) some elements are required to belong (or not to belong) to some 
prefixed sets; but this fact can be expressed in real form. 
(ii) No analyticity assumption is needed. 
(iii) In showing the sufficiency the condition D = { 0 1 implies T # 0, 
hence T > 0. 
5. SOME GENERALIZATIONS 
We can generalize Theorem 4.1 in many ways, 
I. Let 4 be a complex vector-valued function with values in C”, such 
that Re 4 is convex on Q with respect to R!.. Then the first of (4.1) must 
be considered in vectorial meaning, i.e., for each component of Re 4, while 
(4.2 ) becomes 
Re(t,~(_?,_‘*))+Re(p,ICli=,--*))~O, VZE T, (5.1) 
where TERP,,~E V*. 
II. Let 4 be a function with values in Cp, such that Re &z, z*) is a 
U-function, U being a closed convex cone of RP with apex at the origin. 
Systems (4.1) and (4.2) become 
Re &z, :*) E int U; $(z, z*) E V; ZET (5.2) 
Re(r, &z, z*)) + Re( p, $(z, z*)) < 0, VZE T, (5.3) 
where T  E U*, p E V*. 
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III. A further generalization, taking into account the imaginary part 
of 4, is the following. Assume that we are given the nonempty convex 
set TE C”, the closed convex cones U G CP and V E C” with apex at 
the origin, the U-function on Q 4: T x T+ CP, the V-function on Q 
rl/:TxT+C”,andtheimproperconeZ={~~C:Rey~O)~. 
Consider the sets: 
A=!,~ET:~(--,~*)E~~~U,II/(-,=*)E~’~; 
B= {(r, P)E u* x v* : (5, f$(:, z*)) 
+ (p, t+b(z, z*)) EZ, VZE T),; 
D=:pEv*:(p,~(;,z*))EZ,vrET). 
The sets A and B define the systems 
&L, :*) E int U, I,+(=, Z*)E I’, IE T; (5.4) 
(T, &=, =* )>+<P.$(z,--*)>EZ, VZE T, (5.5) 
where T E U*, p E V*, (5, p) # (0). 
The following theorem is like Theorem 4.1, 
THEOREM 5.1. If (5.4) is impossible, then there exist T E U* and p E V* 
wirh (r, p) # {O), such that (5.5) holds. Conversely, if (5.5) holds and 
moreover D = (O}, then (5.4) is impossible. 
Proof: By means of the one-to-one correspondences 
the systems (5.4) and (5.5) become the real systems 
f(x) E int 0, g(x) E v, x E F; 
(RfO)> + (4 gel) 60, t/x E T. 
The proof is reduced to the real case (see [6,7]). 
6. EXTREMUM PROBLEMS IN COMPLEX SPACES 
First, let us note that, in extending well-known concepts from the real 
field to the complex field, we have to respect the so called permanency prin- 
ciple, that is, the new formulation must collapse to the one already known 
in the real case, when the objects under consideration are real. It follows 
that a priori many generalizations are possible; in particular this happens 
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in extending the concept of extremum problem to complex spaces. In the 
following we consider two kinds of extremum problems in complex spaces. 
I. We are given a nonempty set T in c”. a closed convex cone V in 
c’” with apex at the origin, the functions f: T x T + C and g: T x T + c”; 
let us consider the set M defined by M= {z E T : g(;, I*) E 1’1. We are 
required to find Z’E M, if any exists, such that the system 
Ref(,;*)-Ref(z,;*)>O, --EM, 
is impossible. 
DEFINITION 6.1. The problem of finding the above 5~ M is said to be 
extremum prblem in C and it is denoted by 
min Re f(z, z*), ;E M. (6.1) 
that is the ordinary form of extremum problem in C (see [l, 3, 15, IS]). 
In the particular case where f and g are functions of n real variables with 
values in R and R”‘, respectively, (6.1) becomes the well-known extremum 
problem in the real case, so the permanency principle is respected. The set 
M is called the feasible region or the constraint set, 2 the optimal point or 
solution, and f?, Z*) the minimal vector. 
II. Another way of defining the extremum problem in C arises. when 
we introduce a vector partial ordering in C. Let P be a closed convex cone 
in C with apex at the origin. The cone P defines a transitive and wflexive 
relation ((G)) by 
.Y < J’, iff ~--YE P; 
moreover, this relation is compatible with the vector structure, that is, 
(a) if .u>O and y>O, then x+rf>O, 
(b) if .u20 then ;lx~O, for all 120. 
The relation defined by the cone P is called the vector (linear) partial order- 
ing of C induced by P. Conversely, if we are given a transitive and reflexive 
relation “g” of C, which is compatible with the vector structure of C and 
if we define P = {x E C : x 3 01, then P is a cone in C. Consequently, there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the family of vector orderings and 
the family of cones in C. The elements of 
P=P\{O}= {xEc:.u>o) 
are called positive and P is said to be the positive cone of the ordering. If 
Pn(-P)= {O}, i.e., if P is proper, the ordering induced by P is anti- 
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symmetric, ’ and conversely. An example of improper cone is P= 
{=EC:Imz>,O); indeed, we have 
Pn(-P)= {zEC:Im:=O), 
and it is easy to show that the induced ordering is not antisymmetric. An 
example of proper cone is P = {Z E C : Re z > 0, Im z 2 0}, and the induced 
ordering is antisymmetric. In the sequel we assume that the positive cone 
is proper. In the real case we can assume either R, = (XE R : I 3 0) or 
R _. = -R + as positive cone in R. Moreover, the ordering is total, because 
ofR=RpvR+. 
Now, we define the latter kind of extremum problem in C. We are given 
a positive cone P in C, a nonempty set T in C”, a closed convex cone V 
of c” with apex at the origin, the functions f: T x T+ C and 
g: T x T -+ C”. Let M= (Z E T: g(z, z*) E V). We are required to find 
FE M, if any exists, such that for no point z E A4 do we have 
.f(~,r*)-.f(=,=*)~int P. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The problem of finding : is said to be an e.utremum 
problem in C, and it is denoted by 
min f(z,z*). ZEM. (6.2) 
The set M is called the feasible region or the constraint set, z the optimal 
point or solution, and f(?, ?*) the minimum elector. In the particular case 
where f and g are defined on X G R” with values in R and R”’ respectively, 
then, P= R,, and a recover the well-known extremum problem of the real 
case, so the permanency principle is again respected. This latter kind of 
extremum problem can be further generalized for functions with values in 
Cp, p > 1; in this way we generalize to the complex case the Pareto vector 
extremum problem arising in the real case when P= RP,. 
Remark. If f is a S-function, assume P= -S, in order to recover 
P- RP,, when ,f takes values in RP and is convex in the usual sense, that 
is, S= R[. 
DEFINITION 6.3. The problem (6.1) is called conuex extremum problem, 
if M is a convex set and Re j-(2, z*) is convex on M with respect to R ~. 
A similar definition is true for problem (6.2). Of course, if T is convex, 
g a V-function on Q and Re f convex, then (6.1) is convex. In the sequel 
’ This means that .v < x and J > s imply J = x. 
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we suppose that the extremum problem is convex; moreover, that D = {O), 
where D= {WE V * : Re(w, g(z; z*)) ~0, VIE T),. 
DEFINITION 6.4. The function L(:, z*; T', W) defined by 
L(=,r*;r,o)=rReJ(-,-*)-Re(w,g(,-,=*)) (6.3) 
is said to be the Lagrange ,function of (6.1). 
According to our assumptions and taking into account Remark (iii) of 
Section 4, we can set ~ = 1 in (6.3), so the Lagrange function will be 
denoted merely by L(z, z*: co). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let T he a conce.y set in c”. Let .f: T x T + C have a 
convex real part on Q with respect to R _, and let g: T x T + C” be a V-finc- 
tion on Q. Then, ? E M is a optimal point qf (6.1 ), $f there exists 0 E V*, 
such that 
Re[.f(!, 5*) -.f(z. =*)I + Re(G, g(z. z*)) ~0, VZE T. (6.4) 
Proof It is enough to set 
qs(z, I*) =.f‘(?, :*)-.f(z, I*) 
and to apply Theorem 4.1, because the optimality of Z is equivalent to the 
impossibility of the system 
Re&r,z*)>O; g(z,z*)EV;zET, 
that is like (4.1). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 5 and W satisjjl (6.4). Then, 
L(5, i*; 0) < L(F, ,*; 0) < L(r, z*: O), VIE T, VWE V*, (6.5) 
and conversely. 
ProoJ: Just as in Theorem 4.1, it is enough to use the corresponding 
real spaces of even dimension, account being taken of (2.2). This completes 
the proof. 
Remark. Theorem 6.2 can be found in [l] under more restrictive 
conditions, such as the analyticity off and g. In [ 143 the author does not 
use analyticity, but his proof is not related with the real case. 
Taking into account the results of Section 5, we can extend 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 to a function f with values in Cp, whose real part is 
convex on Q with respect to RF, other assumptions apart. The extremum 
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problem we consider is now like (6.2). According to Definition 6.2, solving 
the problem 
min Ref(z, z*), ZE M, (6.2)’ 
is the same as tinding a point f E M, if any exists, such that, for no 2 E M, 
we have 
Re f( F; !* ) - Re ,f( z, z* ) > 0, 
where, as usual, the inequality is to be considered in the vector sense. The 
associate Lagrange function is 
~(=,_*;5,co)=Re(t,.f(-,=*))-Re(t~,g(;,I*)) (6.3)’ 
with 7 E Rc’\ { 0 1, being D = { 0 ) by assumption. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 
become the two following, respectively. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let The a com1e.y set in c”, let f: TX T+ Cp haoe comes 
real part on Q Juith respect to R”, let g: T x T + C”’ he a V;function on Q. 
Then, FE M is an optimal point of (6.2)’ iff there exist 0 E V* and 
SE RP,\{OJ, such that 
Re(5,f(F.F*)-f(;,z* 1) + Re(G, g(z; r*)) GO, VZE T. (6.4)’ 
THEOREM 6.4. Let Z, ?, 0 satisfy (6.4)‘. Then, 
L(% =*; 5, co) d L(E, z*; ?, W) < L(-, -*; 5, G), V-E T, VOTE V* (6.5)’ 
ami conaerselv. 
When f: T x T 4 C” has convex real part on Q with respect to a closed 
convex cone S of RP (now Re f is a S-function on Q), the extremum 
problem is to find a point ? E M, if any exists, such that, for no z E M, 
we have Re f(;, Z*) - Re f(z, z* )E int P, with P= -S. The associated 
Lagrange function is 
L(z, I*; 7, w)= Re(r, f(z, z*)) - Re(w, g(z, z*)). 
with 7 E P*\(O), because of D = {O}, as we have supposed. 
Note that, while in (6.3)’ we can write 
(6.3)” 
Re(s, f(z, z*)) = (7, Re f(z, z*)). 
this is not true in (6.3)“. 
Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 hold again, if we do not forget to replace R” with 
S and RP, with P. 
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At least, from theorem of the alternative 5.1 we can establish a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the following extremum problem which 
involves also the imaginary part of the objective function 
minJ’(z, I*), -EM= 1;~ T: g(z, Z*)E V), (f-5.6) 
where T is a convex set in c”, .f: TX T-+ C” a S-function on Q, and 
g: TX T -+ c”’ a k’-function on Q. Therefore (6.6) is convex. Moreover let 
us suppose D= (01, where D= {WE V* : (CL), g(z, :*))EZ, ‘J:E T), with 
Z= { 7 E C : Re 7 d 0). According to Definition 6.2, solving (6.6) means 
finding a point :E M, if any exists, such that, for no point z E M, we have 
.f(F-; ?*) -.f(z, r*) E int P, with P= -S. The associated Lagrange function 
is 
L(z, :*; 5, co)= (t,f(r, z*)) - (ol, g(z, z*,>. (6.7) 
THEOREM 6.5. The point 5 E M is an optimal point of (6.6), lff there exist 
?E P*/(O) and tie V*, such that 
(~f(=.-*)-.f(=,=*))+(w,g(=,=*))EZ, VZE T. (6.8 1 
Prooj It suffices to set 
and to apply Theorem 5.1, optimality of ?E M being equivalent to 
impossibility of the system 
cp(z, z* )Eint P; g(,-,:*)E V;ZET, 
which is like (5.4). 
This completes the proof. 
The following theorem is like Theorem 6.4 and holds for the real part of 
the Lagrange function (6.7). 
THEOREM 6.6. Let 5, i, 0 satisfy (6.8). Then, 
Re L(f, ;*; f, w) < Re L(:, f*; S, 0) < Re(;, z*; S, O), (6.9 1 
.for every z E T and for every o E V*. and conversely. 
Proof: Through the one-to-one correspondences 
OJ L : C” + R=“, co=: Cp + R=“, wj: C” + R=“‘, 
defined in Section 2. the function7 has 2p components: the first p are given 
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by the real parts of the components off, subsequent p components are 
given by the imaginary parts of the components off; likewise for the 
function g. It follows 
ReL(:, ~*;r, o)= (O,~(.U))- (I., C(X)), 
while to (6.8) it corresponds in the real space 
so we can make reference to the proof in the real case and next, by means 
of OF i, WY i, and 0; ‘, we come back to the complex space. This completes 
the proof. 
Remark. In (6.9) only the real part of the Lagrange function is 
considered. Removing this limitation we can obtain a further generalization 
of Theorem 6.6, as seen in the following paragraph. 
7. SEPARATION IN COMPLEX SPACES 
We are given the positive integers n, r, and v, the nonempty sets TC C”, 
Hc C’, Z c C’, and the complex vector-valued function 4: T+ C’. We 
want to find conditions which will guarantee that the generalized system 
&)E H, :E T 
has (or does not have) solutions. 
To this end, we introduce the following definition. 
(7.1) 
DEFINITION 7.1. The function II’: C’ + C’ is called weak separation 
function, iff 
H”‘~(~EC”:W(~)$Z}~H; 
the function s: C” + c’ is called strong separation function, iff 
H’~{~EC”:~(~)$Z}EH. 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let the sets H, T, Z, and the function 4 be gitlen. 
(i) The system (7.1) and 
w[qb(z)] E z, VZE T, (7.2a) 
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are not simultaneously possible, rvhateoer the \i,eak separation &unction at 
might be. 
(ii) The s>*stern (7.1 ) and 
$4(=,1 E z VIE T, (7.2b) 
are not simultaneously impossible, ,t*haterer the strong separation @ction s 
might be. 
Prooj The proof is like the one followed in the real case [ 171, because 
it is based exclusively on some elements belonging (or not belonging) to 
some prefixed sets. 
Now consider the following particular case: 
v=p+m,r=p,H={(u,u)EC”xC”‘:UEintU REV), 7 
4: Tx T+ Cp, $1 TX T+ c”‘, #(z, <, 
= [4(--, 0, @CL 5,]. h = (II. L’), 
where the positive integers p and m, the convex set TG c”, the closed 
convex cones U c Cp and V c C” with apex at the origin, the U-function 
4 and the V-function II/ on Q are given. Let P denote a positive cone in CP, 
and let us assume Z = -P. In order to extend the concept of inner product 
and therefore the concept of polar, denote by Cf x y the complex matrices 
pxq and set 
pol v= (oEC”X”‘:WL’EP,v/IE V}, 
(7.3) 
where TU can be regarded as an inner product with vector values, and 
pol U (which is a cone) as a generalization of the polar U* with respect to 
the (Abelian) group of the matrices p x p and with respect to the partial 
ordering induced by P; likewise, pol V. 
Remark. In the real case with p = 1, we can assume P = [0, +x1), 
recovering the well-known definition of polar. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let pol U be the set defined by 
polU~~~~C~“~:ru~P~~~O’ VuEintUI ‘.I (3 J. 
Consider the functions defined on C” x c” with values in Cp 
W'(U, 0; 5, W) = TU + ON, 5 E PO1 u, 0 E PO1 v. 
Then, if T E pol U, 11’ is a weak separation function for the set H. 
(7.4) 
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Remark. The condition r E pol U generalizes the above one r # {O) in 
the same way, t E pol U\pol CJ generalizes r = (0 ),. 
Theorem of the alternative 5.1 still holds true, if the set Z is defined as 
above and if (5.5) is written in the form 
r~(;,=*)+o~~(-,r*)EZ, V-E T. 
where r E pol CJ and CL) E pol V. 
According to the weak separation function (7.4) we can define the 
complex vector-valued Lagrange function associated with the extremum 
problem (6.6) 
L(z, z*; r,w)=rf(-,-*,-o~g(=,-‘*). (7.5 1 
In the problem (6.6) the function J’is an S-function on Q; hence we can 
assume P = -S. Theorem 6.5 can be expressed in a more general form 
including the case r = 0, till now excluded. We add the following condition 
(7.6)‘, which guarantees weak alternative. The proof of the analogous real 
case can be found in [ 171 or [ 121. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let :E c” fu!fill the conditions 
(i) TEM; 
(ii ) there e.uist r E pol U and U E pol V, such that 
?[f(F, :*) -f’(z, :*)I + Og(z. z*)E z, VZE T; (7.6) 
moreover, if i E pol P\pol P, 
{-ET: f(Z, z*)-.f(:,:*)~int P. g(z, Z*)E V, wg(z,z*)= [O).) =0. 
(7.6)’ 
Then z is an optimal point of (6.6). 
The contidion is also necessary, because the problem is convex 
THEOREM 7.3. Let 5, 5, W, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7.2. Then, in 
the sense of partial ordering induced by the cone P, the following relation 
holds 
L(F, z*; r, 0)) < L(?, -‘*; r, W) < L(;, z*; ?, 0) (7.7) 
for ever) z E T and for ever)’ w E pol V, and conversely. 
Proof First, on the one hand, from (7.6) it follows 
Og(Z, ‘*)Ez= -P, 
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on the other hand, f E M and 0 E pol I/ imply 
- -* Og(z, -’ ) E P; 
hence, taking into account that P is a proper cone, 
Og(F, ;*)= {Oj. 
Now we have 
L(Z, z*; t, 0) - L(z, z*; ?, U) 
= ff(z, z*) - ?f(z, z*) + Og(2, ;*) 
=f[f(i,E*)-f(z,z*)]+ug(;,z*)EZ= -P, VZE T, 
that is, 
L(f, ;*; r, 0) < L(z, z*: i, U), VZE T; 
L(Z, 5*; s, w) - L(f, 5*; 5, U) 
= ?f(F-, 2*) - wg(T, ;*) - fy(?, Y*) + Wg(Z, =*) 
= -og(z, z*)& - P. vo E pol P-. 
that is, 
L(Z, ;*; 5, Co) < L(F, r*; z, W), v’o E pol v. 
The (7.7) follows from the transitive property of the partial ordering. 
Vice versa, from the first part of (7.7) we obtain 
Ug(5, 2 * ) < og( 2, z* ), vo E pol v, 
that is, 
(w--o) g(Z, Z*)E P, vo E pol v. (7.8) 
This implies that wg(z, ; - -* )E P, VOE pol V. In fact, on the contrary, we 
should have hg(F, Z*) E P, f or some ~5 E pol V, but, as pol V is a cone, we 
should have also 
(aci--U) g(F, T*)E P, c( > 0, 
- -* and the contradiction is achieved. Therefore, g(z, z ) E pol(pol V), namely, 
g(Z, F*) E v, since V is closed. If in (7.8) we set u = (0) E pol V, we obtain 
- -* Ug(z, z ) E -P; on the other hand, Og(z, z*) E P, as 0 E pol V and 
g(F, Z*) E V. Then, Og(Z, t*) = (0.). Taking into account this equality, from 
the second part of (7.7) the relationship (7.6) follows. 
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Remark. Unlike Theorem 6.6, Theorem 7.3 takes into account 
imaginary part of the Lagrange function. The proof is so much like the real 
case [ 171 that mapping complex spaces to real spaces is not necessary; for 
this reason it has been given fully. 
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